Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 293 K; mean (C-C) = 0.007 Å; disorder in solvent or counterion; R factor = 0.050; wR factor = 0.166; data-toparameter ratio = 17.5.
The Cu II atoms in the title coordination polymer, {[Cu(C 13 H 11 -N 4 O)(C 2 N 3 )]ÁH 2 O} n , are N,N 0 ,O-chelated by the deprotonated Schiff base ligands, and adjacent metal atoms are bridged by the dicyanamide ions, generating a polymeric chain that propagates along the b axis. The two independent metal atoms show a square-pyramidal N 4 O coordination. The two independent water molecules are disordered over two positions; each water molecule is a hydrogen-bond donor to a carbonyl O atom. Weak N-HÁ Á ÁN hydrogen bonding is also observed. 
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Experimental
Crystal data [Cu(C 13 Table 1 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ) . bridged by the dicyanamide ion to generate a chain that propagates along the b axis of the orthorhombic unit cell (Fig. 2 ).
The two independent metal atoms show square pyramidal coordination. The two independent water molecules are disordered over two positions; each water molecule is a hydrogen-bond donor to a carbonyl O atom.
A methanol solution (20 ml) of 2-benzoylpyridine semicarbazone (0.240 g,1 mmol) (de Lima et al., 2008) , copper acetate monohydrate (0.199 g, 1 mmol) and sodium dicyanamide (0.089 g, 1 mmol) was heated for 5 h. The dark green solid was collected and recrystallized from methanol.
Refinement
Carbon-bound H-atoms were placed in calculated positions (C-H 0.93 Å) and were included in the refinement in the riding model approximation, with U(H) set to 1.2U(C). The amino H-atoms were similarly treated (N-H 0.88 Å) and their temperature factors tied by a factor of 1.2 times.
Omitted owing interference from the beam stop were (2 1 0), (0 0 2), (1 1 2), (1 1 4) and (1 2 1).
The presence of water was indicated by an infrared spectral measurement. The two independent water molecules are both disordered over two positions; the occupancy could not be refined, and was assumed as a 1:1 type of disorder. For one molecule, the disorder is such that two components are separated by about 2 Å, so that one hydrogen atom should be midway between two oxygen atoms. For the other, the two are separated by about 1 Å, so that one hydrogen atom should be occupying the site of the other oxygen atom. For both, hydrogen atoms were positioned on only one component oxygen atom so that each water molecule forms only one hydrogen bond. Furthermore, the hydrogen atoms were given full occupancy, i.e., hydrogen atoms were not placed on those atoms that do not engage in hydrogen bonding. The temperature factors of the primed atoms were set to those of the unprimed ones, and the anisotropic temperature factors were tightly restrained to be nearly isotropic.
Computing details
Data collection: APEX2 ( Symmetry codes: (iii) x, −y+1/2, z+1/2; (iv) x, −y+1/2, z−1/2.
